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A: Yeah, I think you are right about the issue
you had with the XDCAM and HD-CX55A drivers.
I think you just have to put the error in the log.
Could you please try to enable app debugging

log and check if there is any error in the
xdcam_mwmanager.c? There is only a lot of

messages about missing capability in
xdcam_util.c. I think that the XDCAM/HD-CX55A
drivers cannot use the usb port 1 like the HS-
X75A does, so just before the point where the
driver is going to create the usb device, it tells

the system to check if the USB port 1 is
available. And I think you have a bad

configuration or setting something in the
registry or the system that is blocking this port
and the driver fails. There is also a "error" with

the usb controller driver. It says:
"usb_set_configuration(): (0x0x0l) No

configuration available" and the driver shows
this message in the log. I think the driver tries to
search for a usb controller configuration (0x0l)

which is not available so it stops the driver... But
it doesn't specify the exact error it is having.
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Also, I think that you have to download a new
version of the Acer Cinedash Media Console
Touch Board Driver. I don't know the version

you have... but I think that it could be 1.5.5 and
not 1.5.6. Can you post the error you see in the
log? I would like to help you with that. Bye Q:

How to remove the blob url from the markdown
front matter? I want to show the file path

instead of a url that points to the blobs. In the
markdown files that's how it looks: --- title: Site

Title --- . . . File Path -> /files/foo/bar/file.txt
Some code-blocks don't work as expected. A: It
seems that path in the front matter is a string.
Use it as a string (for example, for linux paths):

--- title: Site Title --- . . . "File Path ->
/files/foo/bar/file.txt" Some code-blocks don't

work c6a93da74d
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